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Abstract16
Geochemical observations of ocean island and mid-ocean ridge basalts suggest that17
heat producing element (HPE: U, Th, K) abundances vary within the mantle. Combined18
with bulk silicate Earth (BSE) models and constraints on the Earth’s heat budget, these19
observations suggest the presence of a more enriched (potentially deep and undepleted)20
reservoir in the mantle. Such a reservoir may be related to seismically observed deep mantle21
structures known as Large Low Shear Velocity Provinces (LLSVPs). LLSVPs might rep-22
resent thermochemical piles of an intrinsically denser composition, and many studies have23
shown such piles to remain stable over 100s of Myr or longer. However, few studies have ex-24
amined if thermochemical piles can remain stable if they are enriched in HPEs, a necessary25
condition for them to constitute an enriched HPE reservoir. We conduct a suite of mantle26
convection simulations to examine the effect of HPE enrichment up to 25x the ambient man-27
tle on pile stability. Model results are evaluated against present-day pile morphology, and28
tested for resulting seismic signatures using self-consistent potential pile compositions. We29
find that stable piles can form from an initial basal layer of dense material even if the layer30
is enriched in HPEs, depending on the density of the layer and degree of HPE enrichment,31
with denser basal layers requiring increased HPE enrichment to form pile-like morphology32
instead of a stable layer. Thermochemical piles or LLSVPs may therefore constitute an33
enriched reservoir in the deep mantle.34
Plain Language Summary35
The amount and distribution of radioactive heat-producing elements within the mantle36
exerts an important control on the thermal evolution of the mantle and core. Determining37
the composition of the mantle and its rate of heat production is difficult because several38
lines of evidence suggest that the Earth’s mantle is not homogeneous, containing reservoirs39
of unmixed material. Such reservoirs may contain material enriched in radioactive elements,40
and could be primordial, remaining isolated from the surface since Earth’s formation. One41
possible physical location for such a reservoir is within ‘piles’ of compositionally distinct42
material in the deep mantle. Such piles have been suggested by seismic observations, but43
it is unclear whether piles can persist if they are enriched in radioactive elements that heat44
the piles, promoting their buoyant rise and entrainment into the convecting mantle. We45
use geodynamic models to explore the dynamics of a compositionally-distinct basal layer46
enriched in heat-producing radioactive elements. We determine the conditions under which47
the layer can be organized into piles that remain stable over geological timescales. We find48
that piles can remain stable, and we are able to reconcile the dynamical requirements for49
stability with seismic observations using models of lower mantle physical properties.50
1 Introduction51
The bulk composition of the Earth’s mantle, particularly the amount and distribution52
of radioactive heat producing elements (HPEs) U, Th, and K is still uncertain. One of the53
main constraints on the amount of HPEs in the Earth is the observed surface heat flux of 4654
± 3 TW (Jaupart et al., 2015), generated by an uncertain combination of radiogenic heat55
(from HPEs in the crust and mantle) and primordial heat (from planetary accretion and core56
formation). The HPE abundance in the crust, accounting for ∼40% of the Earth’s radiogenic57
heat production, is well constrained by analysis of exposed crust and xenoliths (Rudnick &58
Gao, 2014). Bounds on the concentration of HPE within the mantle are less certain, with59
estimates primarily based on the comparison of meteorites with the solar composition and60
constraints based on the generation of MORB and OIB from mantle melting (McDonough &61
Sun, 1995; Arevalo et al., 2013). Assuming a 20 TW bulk silicate earth (BSE) (McDonough62
& Sun, 1995) and an estimated 8 TW of heat produced by HPEs in the lithosphere (Huang63
et al., 2013), the convecting mantle is left with 12 TW from radiogenic heat production. A64
MORB source composition (G-MORB DMM Model: Arevalo et al., 2013) applied to the bulk65
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convecting mantle yields only 7 TW of radiogenic heat, suggesting another reservoir of HPEs66
that produces the remainder of heat (in this case 5 TW). Whether or not such a reservoir67
exists and how enriched in HPEs it may be depends on the assumed BSE composition and68
the reservoir’s mass. As an extreme case, low-heat producing BSE models (e.g., Javoy et al.,69
2010; O’Neill & Palme, 2008) do not require a hidden reservoir. However, an enriched mantle70
reservoir is also supported by geochemical and geochronological observations of OIBs. OIB71
lavas exhibit significantly higher 3He/4He and lower 40Ar/39Ar ratios relative to MORB,72
and are comparatively more heterogeneous, pointing to a variety of sources, some of which73
have not been significantly mixed with the MORB source mantle and are less degassed74
and more enriched in HPEs (Kellogg & Wasserburg, 1990; Hofmann, 1997; Arevalo et al.,75
2013; Deschamps et al., 2015; White, 2015). Arevalo et al. (2013) estimates the OIB source76
comprises 19% of the mantle by mass. Such findings suggest that HPE abundances vary77
within the mantle, and may require a (potentially deep) mantle reservoir enriched in HPEs78
(Kellogg, 1992). If such a reservoir is spatially located within the Large Low Shear Velocity79
Provinces (LLSVPs), which comprise approximately 9% of the mantle by mass (Cottaar80
& Lekic, 2016), the present-day heat production within the reservoir could be ∼ 10-10081
times higher than the ambient mantle. Even more enrichment in HPEs would be required82
if the LLSVPs are only ∼2% of the mantle by mass (e.g., Burke et al., 2008; Hernlund &83
Houser, 2008). Such enrichment could possibly cause the reservoir to heat up over time and84
become gravitationally unstable. We report here on the long-term stability of HPE-enriched85
reservoirs in the lower mantle.86
Understanding the nature and stability of a mantle reservoir enriched in HPEs, and87
its connection to seismic heterogeneity, is critical to understanding the bulk composition of88
the mantle and its evolution and dynamics over time. It is possible that an enriched reser-89
voir is related to observed or hypothetical deep mantle structures, such as LLSVPs, Ultra90
Low Velocity Zones (ULVZs), viscous blobs, or strong silica enriched mid-mantle structures91
(e.g., G. F. Davies, 1984; Becker et al., 1999; Kellogg et al., 1999; Ballmer, Houser, et92
al., 2017). Perhaps the most promising enriched reservoir consists of deep thermochemical93
piles of dense material with higher concentrations of HPEs. Observations of LLSVPs sug-94
gest the existence of such structures in the deep mantle, and numerical mantle convection95
simulations show that dense thermochemical piles (henceforth, piles) can be stable over ge-96
ological timescales (e.g., M. Li et al., 2014). Plumes sourced from the edges and tops of97
such piles could entrain enriched pile material, explaining the undegassed component ob-98
served in OIB sources. Dense piles in the lowermost mantle could be composed of either99
primordial material or recycled oceanic crust (Deschamps et al., 2011), both of which may100
create piles enriched in HPEs. Primordial material could result from either compositional101
layering during magma ocean solidification (e.g. Labrosse et al., 2007; Deschamps et al.,102
2012) or subducted Hadean crust (e.g., Tolstikhin et al., 2006), and studies of noble gases103
from deep mantle sources have shown that lower mantle heterogeneity has been stable and104
isolated since the first 100 Myr of Earth history (Peto˝ et al., 2013; Mukhopadhyay, 2012).105
Recent examination of kimberlites also suggest an isolated primordial reservoir that has106
persisted since at least 2.5 Ga (Woodhead et al., 2019). Alternatively, recycled oceanic107
crust leftover from decomposed subducted slabs could also form LLSVPs (Hofmann, 1997;108
U. Christensen & Hofmann, 1994; Coltice & Ricard, 1999; Tackley, 2011; Mulyukova et109
al., 2015). Piles could also be composed of a mix of both primordial material and recycled110
basalt, and entrainment of such a reservoir into mantle plumes could explain the variety111
of the geochemical and geochronological observations associated with hot spot volcanism112
(Ballmer et al., 2016). Regardless of the origin of pile material, geological and geophysical113
evidence indicates that LLSVPs have been stable as two separate piles for at least the last114
200 Myrs (D. R. Davies et al., 2015; Buffett, 2014; Conrad et al., 2013; Dziewonski et al.,115
2010).116
In a convecting mantle where density differences arise due to both temperature vari-117
ations and intrinsic density variations, diverse convective regimes can develop, leading to118
stratified convection, isolated piles, or complete entrainment and mixing of contrasting ma-119
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terials (e.g., Deschamps & Tackley, 2008, 2009). If LLSVPs are thermochemical piles, they120
must remain dynamically stable. We use ‘stability’ here to refer to the ability of piles of121
dense material to exist as a distinct and persistent reservoir for 100s of Myr without being122
entrained into the mantle or reverting to a layer of basal material. Alternatively, if the pile123
material is thought to be primordial then pile stability can also be defined as the ability of124
piles to persist over the age of the Earth. Previous studies (e.g., Tackley, 1998; Davaille,125
1999; Montague & Kellogg, 2000; Le Bars & Davaille, 2004; McNamara & Zhong, 2004; Mu-126
lyukova et al., 2015; M. Li et al., 2018) have explored the range of conditions under which127
piles form from an initial basal layer of high density material, and subsequently can remain128
stable over geological times. In general, stability is mostly controlled by the buoyancy num-129
ber, which describes the ratio of chemical to thermal contributions to density anomalies of130
the material. Piles have been found to be stable for buoyancy numbers of 0.6-0.8, under131
different geometries and under different thermal contrasts across ambient mantle and pile132
material (e.g., M. Li & McNamara, 2018; McNamara & Van Keken, 2000). McNamara and133
Zhong (2005) and N. Zhang et al. (2010) have taken this a step further and shown that134
by integrating modern plate velocities into mantle convection simulations, it is possible to135
reproduce the present-day LLSVP morphology as observed in seismic tomography.136
However, despite the large amount of previous work on pile stability, few studies have137
examined if piles enriched in HPEs are dynamically stable, a critical need in determining138
the viability of LLSVPs as an enriched mantle reservoir. Kellogg et al. (1999) demonstrated139
that a basal layer enriched in HPEs could form stable piles, however, this basal layer is140
only enriched by a factor of 5 and has a thickness of 1600 km, which is too thick given141
more recent constraints on LLSVP volume (e.g., Cottaar & Lekic, 2016). van Thienen et142
al. (2005) examined various magnitudes of HPE enrichment in a basal layer, and found143
that HPE enrichment could have a strong effect on layer stability, resulting in stable piles144
for various HPE enrichment values and basal layer densities. In contrast, Deschamps and145
Tackley (2008) state that HPE enrichment of a basal layer only has a small effect on its146
stability. McNamara and Zhong (2004) and M. Li and McNamara (2018) also found that147
the inclusion of HPE enrichment in a basal layer had a limited effect on the long-term148
evolution of the mantle, however both studies only conducted a single simulation with an149
HPE enriched basal layer (by a factor of 5 or 10, respectively) as part of a larger suite of150
(non-HPE-enriched) pile stability simulations. van Summeren et al. (2009) also conducted151
a single simulation with a basal layer enriched by a factor of 10, and found that it decreased152
layer stability. Thus, while numerical simulations (e.g., Kellogg et al., 1999; van Thienen153
et al., 2005) and experimental work (Limare et al., 2019) have shown that piles enriched in154
HPEs could be stable, the magnitude of enrichment at which piles of varying density are155
stable remains unresolved.156
It is also unclear if piles enriched in HPEs are compatible with the seismic proper-157
ties of LLSVPs inferred from seismic tomography. Seismic tomographic models also show158
general agreement in the predicted boundaries of LLSVPs near the core-mantle boundary159
(Lekic et al., 2012; Cottaar & Lekic, 2016), with estimates for CMB-coverage across six160
tomographic models ranging from 24 to 28% (Cottaar & Lekic, 2016). The heights and161
volumes of LLSVPs are less constrained. Estimates of the sizes of LLSVPs based on shear162
wave tomographic models range from 2% (Burke et al., 2008) to 9% of the total mantle mass163
(Cottaar & Lekic, 2016), but elevated temperatures on top of piles could mask the bound-164
aries in shear wave velocity and lead to overestimation of their size (Ballmer, Lourenc¸o, et165
al., 2017). Tomographic modeling places mean S-wave residuals in the LLSVPs at around166
-2-3% (e.g., Koelemeijer et al., 2015; Moulik & Ekstro¨m, 2016; French & Romanowicz, n.d.)167
while higher frequency body waves map the lateral boundaries of the LLSVPs to show a168
3-5% shear wave velocity drop (e.g., Ni & Helmberger, 2003; To et al., 2005; Wang & Wen,169
2007; Lay & Garnero, 2011). LLSVPs are less well constrained and pronounced in P-wave170
tomographic models. The ratio of dlnVS to dlnVP ranges on the order of 1.5 to 5 (e.g.,171
Koelemeijer et al., 2015), but results can vary based on choices made in the tomographic172
modeling procedure (Tesoniero et al., 2016). The density of LLSVPs is also unclear, with173
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evidence for LLSVPs being denser (e.g., Moulik & Ekstro¨m, 2016; Lau et al., 2017) or lighter174
(e.g., Koelemeijer et al., 2017) than the surrounding deep mantle. These inferred seismic175
properties of LLSVPs can be used to constrain which geodynamically modeled piles may176
represent viable LLSVP analogs (e.g., Kellogg et al., 1999).177
In this work, we use 2D numerical models of mantle convection to understand the178
effects of HPE enrichment in a dense layer (or piles), and whether HPE-enriched material179
can persist as an isolated reservoir over the age of the Earth. We examine how pile formation180
and stability depends on the initial basal layer density and HPE enrichment. We find that181
stable piles can form from dense basal layers enriched in HPEs, which confirms the possibility182
that a reservoir of HPEs in the mantle could be associated with the LLSVPs. Enrichment183
in HPEs increases the maximum compositional density contrast at which piles can form,184
allowing denser basal layers to form stable piles. However, too much HPE enrichment in less185
dense basal layers can result in total entrainment. For models that produce pile-like behavior186
at the present day, we explore if the chosen buoyancy ratio and the resulting temperature of187
the piles can produce seismic signatures that are consistent with observations of LLSVPs.188
2 Methods189
2.1 Mantle convection models190
We simulate convection in the Earth’s mantle using the finite element code ASPECT191
version 2.0.1 (Heister et al., 2017; Kronbichler et al., 2012; Bangerth et al., 2018a, 2018b;192
Gassmo¨ller et al., 2016), built on deal.II version 9.0.1 (Alzetta et al., 2018). We conduct193
2D simulations of thermochemical convection in a rectangular box using the Boussinesq194
approximation, solving the governing equations for conservation of mass, momentum, and195
energy:196
∇ · u = 0, (1)




+ u · ∇T ) = ∇ · k∇T + ρ0H, (3)
where u is the velocity, η is the viscosity, P ′ is the dynamic pressure, ρ is the density,197
ρ0 is the reference density of ambient mantle, g is the gravitational acceleration, T is the198
temperature, Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, k is the thermal conductivity, H199
is the heating rate per unit mass, and ez is the unit vector in the z direction (normal to the200
surface).201
We adopt a set of parameters that is representative of Earth-like convective vigor,202
heat production, and a simplified form of the depth-dependence of viscosity. The viscosity203
is temperature dependent and is given by,204






where Tref is the reference temperature and η0 is the reference viscosity, which is 6.15×1022205
Pa·s for the lower mantle (<670 km) but is decreased by a factor of 30 above 670 km to206
approximate a less viscous upper mantle. The thermal viscosity exponent A is set to 4.8, to207
allow viscosity to vary due to temperature by approximately four orders of magnitude. With208
these parameters, the Rayleigh number, Ra = ραg(T1−T0)D
3
κη0
, at the start of the simulation209
is ∼ 3.34 ×105 for the lower mantle. We provide a complete list of parameters and their210
values in Table 1.211
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Each simulation begins with a basal layer of higher density material in the lower 150212
or 300 km of the mantle. The density difference between the basal layer and ambient213
mantle is characterized by the buoyancy number, B = ∆ρ/αρ0(T1 − T0), where ∆ρ is the214
density difference between high-density basal layer material and the ambient mantle, and215
α is the coefficient of thermal expansion. Density therefore varies due to both thermal216
expansion and composition, so that ρ = (ρ0 + ∆ρC)α(T −Tref), where C is the composition217
value of the cell (1 = pure high density basal layer material, 0 = pure ambient mantle).218
Changes in composition are tracked using tracer particles that are advected with the fluid219
flow (Gassmo¨ller et al., 2016, 2019). Each cell’s composition value is based on the average220
composition of the advected particles in the cell.221
Each simulation is run in a 2890 km × 8670 km domain with a fixed resolution of 256222
× 768 cells. For load balancing, tracer particles are created and destroyed over the course223
of each simulation so that at each timestep a cell has a minimum of 60 or maximum of 80224
tracer particles. Doubling the resolution or number of tracer particles for a few select test225
cases did not affect the large-scale dynamics, and was beyond our computational limitations226
to do for all simulations. The initial temperature of each simulation is 1600 K throughout227
the mantle, with a high frequency sinusoidal temperature perturbation (50 wavelengths228
across the width of the domain, in order to avoid imposing any initial structure) that has a229
maximum amplitude of 30 K at the mid-mantle but decreases as a cosine function towards230
the top and bottom of the domain, so that T (x, z) = Tref + 30 sin(piz/h) sin(50 · 2pix/w),231
where w and h are the width and height of the box, respectively (Figure 1a). We also232
initialize the simulations with small thermal boundary layers at the top and bottom of the233
domain, which are given by a conductive cooling or heating profile (error function) for a234
timescale of 5 Myr (so that at least a few cells are part of the initial thermal boundary235
layer). We use periodic side boundary conditions and free-slip top and bottom boundary236
conditions. We also subtract the net x-translation mode in order to maintain a stationary237
reference frame while using free-slip top and bottom boundaries.238
We conduct a suite of simulations considering both constant heating and radioactive239
decay, over a range of different buoyancy numbers. For cases with constant heating, the am-240
bient mantle heating rate is 6.039×10−9 W m−3, which reflects the combination of isotopic241
heating rates and ambient mantle concentrations required to approximate the present-day242
heating rate of the mantle as calculated from a compilation of MORB samples and an as-243
sumed 10% partial melting (G-MORB DMM Model of Arevalo et al., 2013). For cases with244
radioactive decay (henceforth, decay heating), we consider the time-dependent heat produc-245
tion of the HPEs given in Table 2, where the heating rate of the initial ambient mantle (at246
4.5 Gyr) is calculated by propagating the abundances of HPEs from Arevalo et al. (2013)247
back through time. In both constant and decay heating cases, the heating rate in the basal248
layer is given a value of 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 times the heating rate in the ambient mantle.249
The volumetric heating rate over time for the decay heating model is shown in Figure S1250
in Supplementary Information. Overall, we examine two basal layer thicknesses (150 or 300251
km), two types of heating (constant or decay), six factors of HPE enrichment in the basal252
layer relative to the ambient mantle (1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25), and four buoyancy numbers (0.4,253
0.6, 0.8, 1.0), corresponding to an intrinsic density difference between high-density basal254
layer material and the ambient mantle ∆ρ of 39−99 kg m−3 or 1.2−3 %, for a total of 96255
simulations. Recall that the buoyancy number is defined such that a higher B means a256
higher density contrast and a lower B means a lower density contrast. Each simulation is257
run for 4.5 Gyr.258
3 Results259
An example of a typical simulation outcome that resulted in a stable pile is shown260
in Figure 1. In this simulation, strong convection initiates at ∼ 1.35 Gyr with a large261
initial overturn of the basal layer into a large pile with a central peak (Figure 1b). For262
the remainder of the simulation, the pile remained present but changed shape over time,263
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Table 1: Model physical parameters.
Parameter Symbol Value
Mantle thickness D 2890 km
Ambient mantle density ρ0 3300 kg m
−3
Top temperature T0 300 K
Bottom temperature T1 3300 K
Reference temperature Tref 1600 K
Reference viscosity η0 6.15× 1022, 2.05× 1021 Pa·s
Specific heat Cp 1250 J K
−1 kg−1
Thermal conductivity k 4.7 W m−1 K−1
Thermal expansivity α 1× 10−5 K−1
Gravitational acceleration g 9.8 m s−2
Table 2: Model chemical parameters: HPE nuclide heating rate per mass of nuclide (h),
half-life (t1/2), and concentrations in the ambient mantle at present (AM ) and at 4.5 Gyr
(AMi). Radiogenic heating parameters for each of the nuclides are from Ruedas (2017).
Nuclide h (W/kg) t1/2 (Gyr) AM (ppb) AMi (ppb)
238U 9.4946×10−5 4.468 8.2 17
235U 5.6840×10−4 0.704 0.059 5.0
232Th 2.6368×10−5 14.0 24 30
40K 2.8761×10−5 1.248 13 160
sometimes briefly splitting into two piles that later merged back together. As seen in Figure264
1, even over the last 500 Myr there were large changes in pile morphology; however, the265
bulk convective regime generally stabilized in the last 500-1000 Myr of each simulation.266
We classified the outcome of each simulation into three regimes: layered convection,267
piles, and entrainment (Figure 2). For layered convection (Figure 2a), the basal layer re-268
mained spread over the entire bottom of the domain. While the layer did contain some269
topography, there was negligible CMB exposure. This highlights the usefulness of CMB270
exposure in identifying morphological regimes, compared to other LLSVP observables such271
as the aspect ratio of the piles and the slope of the pile interface topography. In the piles272
regime (Figure 2b,c), a stable pile (or several piles) formed and remained stable throughout273
the later stages of the simulation. Piles generally covered ∼20-80% of the CMB, and were274
bounded by portions of the CMB that were directly exposed to the ambient mantle (e.g.,275
Figure 2b,c). Pile morphology, such as the height and number of piles, varied depending on276
B and HPE enrichment. In general, higher values for B and more HPE enrichment lead to277
higher piles (from the CMB) and more piles (never more than three). In the entrainment278
regime (Figure 2d), the basal layer became nearly completely entrained and mixed into the279
ambient mantle over time. While piles may have formed initially, they decreased in size over280
the course of the simulation, so in the late stages of the simulation they covered a marginal281
fraction of the CMB.282
For the four main cases for our simulations (either constant or decay heating, with an283
initial basal layer thickness of 150 or 300 km), we classified each simulation into one of the284
three regimes defined above (Figure 3). We distinguished stable pile formation from layered285
convection and total entrainment based on the CMB exposure (the fraction of the simulation286
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Figure 1: Evolution of (a) temperature and (b) composition for a simulation with constant
heating, h = 300 km, B = 0.6, and 10x HPE enrichment. The composition is 1 for basal
layer material and 0 for ambient mantle. Vigorous convection begins at ∼ 1.35 Gyr with an
initial overturn in the basal layer. A pile forms and remains stable over the last 1 Gyr, with
varying morphology over time. Two additional cases, with identical parameters except for
either an initial basal layer thickness of 150 km or an HPE enrichment of 25x, are shown in
Figures S2 and S3, respectively, in Supplementary Information.
lower boundary not covered by pile material), an often used quantity for describing pile287
formation (e.g., M. Li & McNamara, 2018). The CMB exposure tracked well with other288
metrics of pile stability, such as aspect ratio and perimeter length, but ultimately gave289
a more consistent and continuous trend with our dataset. In order to capture the bulk290
end state of each simulation, we averaged the CMB coverage over the last 500 Myr of the291
simulation. Examining only the last timestep may only capture transient behavior (as seen292
in Figure 1, because pile morphology could change over 10s of Myr timescales). We classified293
a simulation as having stable piles if the average fractional CMB coverage over the last 500294
Myr was between 0.2 and 0.8. Below 0.2 we classified the simulation as layered convection,295
and above 0.8 we classified the outcome as entrainment. Although there actually is a296
continuous spectrum of pile stability and these boundaries are somewhat arbitrarily defined,297
this scheme seemed to generally capture the pile stability observed through visual analysis of298
the system behavior. Simulations with average CMB exposures of 0.2-0.8 over the last 500299
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Figure 2: Example of model outcomes, showing the last timestep (4.5 Gyr) for simulations
with an initial basal layer thickness of 300 km, and which outcomes are (top left) layered
convection, obtained for higher B and less HPE enrichment, (top right and bottom left) pile
or piles, obtained for higher HPE enrichment or lower B, and (bottom right) full entrainment,
obtained with low B and high HPE enrichment. The composition is 1 for basal layer material
and 0 for ambient mantle. Outcomes for cases with an initial basal layer thickness of 150
km are shown in Figure S4 in Supplementary Information.
Myr contained pile-like structures sufficiently discrete to be surrounded by regions of CMB300
directly exposed to the ambient mantle, and with topography extending above the original301
height of the basal layer. In Figure 3 we report both the classification and the percent CMB302
coverage for each simulation. We again note that the transition between regimes is more303
continuous than shown in our regime diagram (Figure 3), and our classification into distinct304
regimes is more for clarity in interpreting the results of our simulation; slightly different305
boundaries between regimes could shift the regime diagram, but the general trends will be306
preserved. We investigated adjusting the regime classification bounds and found that the307
overall trends are preserved within reasonable limits.308
We found that it was possible to form stable piles from a basal layer that was enriched309
in HPEs, but the stability of piles strongly depended on the amount of HPE enrichment and310
B of the basal layer (Figure 2). In general, piles formed at intermediate values of B, with less311
HPE enrichment required for lower B (0.6) and more HPE enrichment required at higher312
B (0.8). Layered convection typically occurred at higher B and lower HPE enrichment,313
and entrainment occurred at lower B and higher HPE enrichment. Piles were formed in314
similar regimes in both the constant heating and decay heating cases, but CMB exposure315
was generally greater in decay heating cases. Increased CMB exposure may be due to either316
increased entrainment resulting in smaller piles, or the piles becoming taller and narrower.317
Piles were also easier to form for the thinner 150 km thick basal layer than in the 300 km318
thick layer.319
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Figure 3: Regime Diagram for constant heating (top panels) and decay heating (lower
panels) using initial pile thickness of 150 km (left panels) and 300 km (right panels). HPE
enrichment is the factor of increase of HPE concentration in the initial basal layer relative to
the ambient mantle. Entrainment (circle), piles (triangle), and layered convection (square)
are classified by core mantle boundary (CMB) exposure of >0.8, 0.2−0.8, and <0.2, respec-
tively, where CMB exposure of 1.0 is 100% exposure. Note that the regime transitions are
progressive but are made discrete here for clarity.
4 Discussion320
4.1 HPE enrichment and BSE constraints321
Our results imply that piles in the deep mantle, similar to LLSVPs, can remain stable322
even if they are enriched in HPEs by a factor of 1 to 25 relative to the ambient mantle (Figure323
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3). While the exact HPE enrichment that produces stable piles could change depending on324
model geometry and other simplifying assumptions (see Section 4.4), our results can be used325
to identify general trends in how pile stability depends on HPE enrichment, and provide326
insight on how HPE enrichment in a hidden reservoir of deep mantle piles can constrain BSE327
models. Compared to other studies that examined pile stability in unenriched piles, we find328
that the inclusion of HPE enrichment in the piles can affect the range of acceptable intrinsic329
density differences between the piles and the ambient mantle. For example, at higher B,330
HPE enrichment can allow pile formation from basal layers normally too dense to produce331
piles (Figure 3). At lower B, too much HPE enrichment can result in total entrainment332
instead of stable piles. In general, our results are consistent with those of van Thienen et333
al. (2005), Kellogg et al. (1999), and Limare et al. (2019), which also find that stable HPE334
enriched piles can persist as a distinct mantle reservoir over geologic time scales.335
The amount of HPEs that can exist in piles without disrupting pile stability bounds336
the allowable contribution of a hidden reservoir of LLSVP-like piles to the global BSE337
heat budget. The total heat production for the BSE is 20 ± 4 TW for the medium heat338
production models of McDonough and Sun (1995) and Palme and O’Neill (2014), 11 ± 2339
TW for low heat production models (Javoy, 1999; Javoy et al., 2010; O’Neill & Palme,340
2008), and 33 ± 3 TW for high heat production models (Turcotte & Schubert, 2014) (see341
Sˇra´mek et al. (2013) for overview of BSE models). The contribution to BSE heat production342
from a hidden reservoir of piles depends on the HPE enrichment factor and volume of pile343
material. The LLSVPs are an estimated 9% of the mantle by mass (Cottaar & Lekic, 2016),344
in between the ∼5 or 10 % mantle by mass the 150 and 300 km in our simulations represent,345
respectively. The enriched heating rates of the layers would yield 6.1 TW (14.8 TW) in the346
150 km (300 km) layer for an HPE enrichment factor of 25, and 1.3 TW (3 TW) in the347
150 km (300 km) layer for an HPE enrichment factor of 5, when considering the necessary348
volume adjustment for the spherical Earth. The 150 km case is consistent with the medium349
heat production model, while the 300 km case is consistent with the medium and high heat350
production models. It should be noted that these calculations would overestimate the heat351
production from the piles if the composition of the ambient mantle is more depleted than352
the G-MORB composition we assume, for example, the N-MORB composition from Arevalo353
et al. (2013). We should also note that ULVZs can be potentially enriched in HPEs as well354
(e.g., Labrosse et al., 2007), which could imply less HPE enrichment in LLSVPs. However,355
ULVZs are a much lower volume compared to LLSVPs (e.g., McNamara, 2019) and therefore356
could not constitute as much of a contribution to the BSE heat budget.357
The stability of enriched piles in our simulations suggests that plumes sourced from358
LLSVPs could sample a reservoir enriched in HPEs. OIB isotopic data also indicates that359
at most 10-30% of OIB material should come from a degassed source that may reside inside360
piles or LLSVPS (Deschamps et al., 2011). Similar to previous work (McNamara, 2019, and361
references therein), our simulations show plumes originating from the topmost boundary of362
the piles, which could provide a pathway for the entrainment of material from the pile to363
the surface. McNamara (2019, and references therein) suggest that entrainment has to be364
confined to the root of the plume, limiting the mixing between the dense and chemically365
distinct material of the pile from that of the surrounding mantle. While piles could be366
composed of primordial material and/or recycled oceanic crust, by examining both constant367
and decay heating over 4.5 Gyr, we show that enriched piles can persist as a stable reservoir368
over geological timescales regardless of their origin.369
4.2 Thermal evolution370
The present day heat-flow of the Earth is sustained by a combination of secular cooling371
of the mantle and core, inner core solidification, and radiogenic heat production in the372
crust and mantle. The thermal evolution of the mantle is influenced by the extent and373
duration of CMB coverage by thermochemical piles. In the layered convection regime,374
extensive CMB coverage insulates the core and reduces heat flow across the CMB (M. Li375
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& McNamara, 2018; Nakagawa & Tackley, 2004), resulting in a cooler background mantle376
(e.g., Kellogg, 1997) and decreasing the density contrast between the basal material and the377
background mantle. Introducing convective layering reduces the convective vigor through378
the dependence of convective vigor (Ra) on layer thickness. If convective vigor decreases, the379
basal layer can heat up, promoting a transition from layered convection to pile formation,380
steep pile morphology, and more entrainment (M. Li & McNamara, 2018). In the fully381
entrained regime, near total CMB exposure (the absence of piles and/or a basal layer),382
leads to secular cooling which results in mantle temperatures that decrease monotonically383
through time (U. R. Christensen, 1985; McNamara & Van Keken, 2000). Alternatively,384
stable piles represent an intermediary regime between full CMB exposure and coverage.385
Gradual changes in pile morphology translate to gradual changes in the CMB heat-flux to386
the ambient mantle. This implies that the presence of piles discourages catastrophic initial387
cooling of both core and mantle. Pile morphology can therefore exert a primary control on388
the cooling rate of the mantle over time. The effect of HPE enrichment on the ability of389
piles to regulate the thermal evolution of the mantle is unclear based on conflicting results390
from prior studies (Kellogg et al., 1999; McNamara & Zhong, 2004; M. Li & McNamara,391
2018).392
Our results indicate that HPE enrichment can strongly influence pile morphology and393
CMB exposure, affecting the long-term thermal evolution of the mantle. Figure 4 illustrates394
the effect of HPEs at different enrichments (10 and 25 times that of the ambient mantle395
compared to no enrichment) for constant and decay heating cases, on CMB exposure, CMB396
heat-flux, surface heat flux and mantle temperature over time (Figure 4). In general, after397
piles start to form the mantle temperature increases as there is more CMB exposure, and398
correspondingly more heat flux from the core into the ambient mantle. The initial dramatic399
change observed for all plots in Figure 4 after the first ∼1 Gyr is symptomatic of our models’400
initial perturbation and overturn event and is reflected in the CMB coverage, average mantle401
temperature and root mean square velocity plots (Figure 4 a-d).402
Figure 4 indicates that trends in CMB exposure over time for both constant and decay403
heating (Figure 4a) mimic the CMB and surface heat-flux trends (Figure 4b). The models404
with the highest HPE enrichement exhibit the highest percentage of CMB exposure and the405
highest values of CMB and surface heat flow. These runs also exhibit the fastest velocities406
(Figure 4d) and the highest average mantle temperature (Figure 4c). For simulations with407
HPE enrichment of 25 times more than the ambient mantle and B less than 0.8, we note408
that by the end of the simulation all pile material has been entrained and assimilated into409
the mantle. We also note that these high HPE concentrations lead to increasing average410
mantle temperatures over time, in excess of 2500 K. In contrast, simulations with no relative411
enrichment favor layered convection and therefore full CMB coverage. Similar to previous412
work (M. Li & McNamara, 2018; McNamara & Zhong, 2004) these models favor a cooler413
average mantle temperature that decreases with time. Alternatively, in models with moder-414
ate HPE concentrations, piles form and remain stable over time. These simulations exhibit415
relatively stable CMB exposure, average mantle temperatures, and CMB and surface flux416
over the last 1 Gyr of simulation time or more (see orange line in Figure 4a-c). This be-417
haviour is in agreement with results from M. Li and McNamara (2018), who also observe418
increasing upper mantle temperatures with increasing CMB exposure. This indicates that419
pile stability is associated with near constant mantle temperatures and can thus act as a420
marker or better still a thermostat for mantle temperatures.421
It is important to note however, that the dimensional average temperatures plotted in422
Figure 4 do not include the mantle adiabat which increases average mantle temperatures by423
∼ 500 k. Moreover, we also neglect core cooling and implement an initial mantle temperature424
condition that is cooler than that estimated for the Archean Earth. Although previous425
studies indicate that the initial mantle temperature has little to no effect on the present day426
surface temperature and the thermal evolution of core and mantle (Nakagawa & Tackley,427
2014, 2004; M. Li & McNamara, 2018), a higher initial mantle temperature could affect the428
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time at which piles form due to the lower mantle viscosity and increased initial vigor of429
convection. Higher initial temperatures should be tested in future work to provide better430
constraints on the relationship between HPE enrichment, pile stability, and the thermal431
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Figure 4: Evolution of select example simulations over time (present day at 4.5 Gyr),
showing (a) percent CMB exposure, (b) heat flow through the bottom (dashed lines) and top
(solid lines) of the model domain, (c) average mantle temperature, and (d) RMS velocity. An
example simulation that results in each of layered convection (B=1, HPEx1), piles (B=0.6,
HPEx10), or entrainment (B=0.6, HPEx25) is shown for both constant radiogenic heating
(left column) and radiogenic heating with decay (right column).
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4.3 Seismic constraints433
Our geodynamic models place constraints on the range of intrinsic density differ-434
ences that can produce chemical piles, but a comparison between the geodynamic models435
and tomographic models requires additional models for the relationship between seismic436
wavespeeds, composition, temperature, and density. The composition of the piles could437
represent basal structures enriched in iron resulting from the middle out crystallization of438
a magma ocean in early Earth history (Labrosse et al., 2007) or the subduction of slabs to439
the core mantle boundary (Deschamps et al., 2011). Iron enrichment increases density and440
results in reduced shear velocities in dominant mantle phases (e.g., Jackson et al., 2006;441
Mao et al., 2008), and has been shown to satisfy commonly agreed upon seismic signatures442
of LLSVPs (e.g., Garnero & McNamara, 2008; McNamara & Zhong, 2005). Some seismic443
observables are sensitive to density variations, which permits the development of models444
of lowermost mantle density heterogeneity (e.g., Ishii & Tromp, 2001; Moulik & Ekstro¨m,445
2016). Efforts to infer density variations are complicated by observational and theoretical446
challenges including the dependence of model results on starting structure (Kuo & Ro-447
manowicz, 2002) and a lack of sensitivity to odd-degree structure (Resovsky & Ritzwoller,448
1995). At present, there is a lack of consensus among groups developing models using differ-449
ent data constraints and theoretical frameworks for the inversions. Improved measurements450
of the splitting of 0S2 have enabled refined models of lowermost mantle density (Deuss451
et al., 2011, 2013). A joint inversion for density and wavespeeds constrained by normal452
mode splitting, travel times, and waveform data prefers a model with ∼0.5-0.6% density453
excess associated with the lowermost ∼500 km of the LLSVPs (Moulik & Ekstro¨m, 2016).454
Constraints from modeling the tidal response of the solid earth also favor a density excess455
within the LLSVPs of ∼ 1.5%, confined to the lowermost 150 km (Lau et al., 2017). The456
splitting of Stoneley modes, a class of normal modes with sensitivity near the CMB, is most457
compatible with LLSVPs that have net buoyancy relative to the ambient mantle but cannot458
constrain the sign of the buoyancy in the bottom ∼100 km of the LLSVPs (Koelemeijer et459
al., 2017). Thus, while recent models of lowermost mantle density variations differ some-460
what in the pattern, magnitude and depth distribution of variation of density variations, all461
of the existing models may be compatible with a scenario in which the bottom ∼ 100 km of462
the LLSVPs have 0.5-1.5% excess density but that the LLSVPs as a whole may be close to463
neutrally buoyant.464
In order to test if the stable piles produced in our simulations could be consistent with465
the inferred seismic properties of LLSVPs, we computed the expected seismic properties466
of the piles in our simulations for a range of plausible compositions, the details of which467
are described in the Supplementary Information. We use the BurnMan thermo-elastic code468
(Cottaar et al., 2014) combined with the database from Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni469
(2011) to calculate the range of potential pile compositions which satisfy the initially pre-470
scribed buoyancy number of geodynamic models by varying iron and/or bridgmanite enrich-471
ment (where iron partitioning is depth-dependent following Nakajima et al. (2012)). Each472
buoyancy number can be fit by a range of compositions given a particular pyrolitic back-473
ground composition, and the resulting trade-offs between iron enrichment and bridgmanite474
depletion/enrichment for each buoyancy number are shown in Figure S5 in Supplementary475
Information. For simulations that have been categorised as ‘piles’, we calculate the seismic476
properties of each cell of the simulation output for the range of potential compositions. We477
use the fraction of compositionally distinct material in each cell to proportion each distinct478
pile composition and a pyrolitic composition. We include the temperature output from the479
simulation and add a self-consistent mantle adiabat. To evaluate if a case is seismically480
‘LLSVP-like’, we compute average deviations between the pile and a 1D background model481
(see Figure S6 in Supplementary Information). We judge a case ‘LLSVP-like’ if dlnVS482
is lower than -2%, dlnVS/dlnVP is greater than 1.5 and dlnρ is 0.25-1.0%. The density483
constraint is chosen based on the mean pile density deviation observed in our geodynamic484
models, but note that we allow for some inconsistency in density between our geodynamic485
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model and our seismic computations, as the latter is the result of thermo-elastic computa-486
tions for the considered compositions under high pressure and temperature conditions.487
We find that a range of plausible compositions are able to satisfy the criteria for488
an LLSVP-like appearance (the approved compositional ranges are listed in Table S6 in489
Supplementary Information), including many cases where internal heating is elevated due490
to HPE enrichment. Typically the pile cases with a buoyancy number of 0.6 do not produce491
an LLSVP-like appearance as the pile densities are relatively low and the temperature492
increase due to HPE enrichment more than offsets the compositional buoyancy. The main493
exception to this case are the runs with large concentrations of decaying heat production and494
an initial layer of 150 km, where overturning events redistribute material. Figure 5 shows495
results for two cases with HPE enrichment of 1x and 20x the background concentration.496
Pile material for both cases is enriched in iron and slightly depleted in silica compared497
to the ambient mantle. The compositional buoyancy is offset to different degrees by the498
thermal buoyancy originating from the internal heating. Where heating is low (equal to the499
mantle HPE concentration) this results in an excess density which fails our criteria of being500
comparable to our computational runs. Furthermore, the strength of wave speed reduction501
in VS and VP are too similar compared to seismic observations where VS is more reduced502
than VP . With significantly increased heat production, the excess density of the pile is503
reduced to close to zero by the thermal buoyancy and both VS and VP are more strongly504
reduced, with a relative stronger reduction for VS . For this buoyancy number (0.8) we show505
that our piles can produce seismic properties akin to those of LLSVPs within reasonable506
compositional limits due to strong enrichment in HPEs. Moreover, if LLSVPs are to be507
enriched in iron, they may need elevated internal heating budgets to explain the lack of508
an observable strongly positive density signature. We find that in cases where piles have509
low concentrations of HPEs, the ratio of dlnVS to dlnVP approaches unity for low iron510
enrichment. If LLSVPs are to have larger amplitude in the relative VS reduction versus VP ,511
they may be required to be enriched in HPEs and iron to satisfy this ratio as well as density.512
4.4 Considerations and Future work513
As seen in our regime diagram (Figure 3), the boundary between regimes is not always514
continuous. For example, for the decay heating case with h=300 km and B=0.6, the 5x515
HPE simulation has more CMB coverage in the last 500 Myr than both the 1x and 10x516
HPE simulations, leading to the 5x HPE case being classified in the layer regime while the517
bordering 1x and 10x HPE cases are classified in the piles regime. Similar behavior is seen in518
the regime diagram for the constant heating h=150 km case. This is likely due to a degree of519
randomness present in our simulations. We limit each cell to contain 60-80 tracer particles,520
which are randomly created and destroyed to meet this restriction after tracers are advected521
into and out of neighboring cells. The random creation and destruction of tracers is not fully522
reproducible and can result in slightly varied end states. We expect that using more tracers523
or running multiple simulations and averaging them would smooth out these discontinuities524
in the regime diagram. For a few select cases we increased the amount of tracer particles and525
observed slightly more reproducible behavior, however, it was too computationally expensive526
to run all of our simulations with more tracers. Additionally, the transition between regimes527
is progressive, and the discrete boundary values we chose may reside on a transitional regime528
between layered convection and piles, which may explain some of the erratic boundaries529
observed in the regime diagram. The regime diagram can thus be viewed as more of a general530
trend, and artifacts at the boundaries between regimes are likely numerical or reflective of531
transitional behavior between regimes. In exploratory simulations, we also found that a532
slightly different initial temperature condition (a longer wavelength perturbation) could533
also change some of the behavior of the simulations, although the qualitative end state of534
the simulation remained the same.535
More complex models are not expected to significantly alter the general trends we536
observe in our regime diagram, but may shift the regime diagram or alter pile morphology. In537
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Figure 5: Example cases of calculated dlnVP (top), dlnVS (middle) and dρ (lower) variations
from an average 1D model constructed from all pile producing cases with constant heat
production. Both simulations have an initial basal layer thickness of 150 km and a buoyancy
number of 0.8 and differ in HPE concentration of pile material with 1x (left) and 20x (right).
The pile compositions for both cases is strongly enriched in Fe to fit the buoyancy and slightly
depleted in Si compared to the ambient mantle: 56% bridgmanite, 37% ferropericlase, 7%
Ca-pv, and with 20% iron content (of magnesium bearing minerals). Background mantle
composition is 62% bridgmanite, 31% ferropericlase and 7% calcium perovskite with 6.3%
iron. Mean seismic contrasts between pile and mantle in these snapshots are -1.52% dlnVP ,
-1.84% dlnVS and 2.23% dlnρ for the 1x heating case and -2.69% dlnVP , -4.24% dlnVS
and 0.82% dlnρ for the 20x heating case. Note that the case on the left is disregarded in
our analyses as the computed density contrast is inconsistent with our simulation and the
dlnVS/dlnVP ratio is too low compared to seismic observations.
particular, 3D cartesian or spherical geometry could affect the flow pattern and accumulation538
of piles (Deschamps & Tackley, 2008). Spherical geometry would also alter the volume and539
mass balance of the basal layer relative to the rest of the mantle, affecting the amount540
of HPE enrichment at which piles are stable for a given layer thickness, and altering the541
overall thermal evolution of the system and the heat flux from the core. Pile morphology542
can also be affected by other compositional considerations, such as viscosity. The piles in543
our simulations are observed to become hot (e.g., Figure 1), which reduces the pile viscosity.544
Low pile viscosity can result in reduced pile height (Y. Li et al., 2019). It is difficult to545
decouple the effects of buoyancy versus pile viscosity in our simulations, but it appears546
that pile viscosity can have an additional effect on pile formation and morphology (Y. Li547
et al., 2019). A compositional viscosity increase of pile material relative to the background548
mantle can increase pile stability and increase the height of enriched piles (Y. Li et al.,549
2019), however, we leave a full exploration of the additional effect of compositional viscosity550
changes to future work. Increasing the bulk modulus of the piles can also lead to steeper pile551
topography that is more consistent with seismic observations (Tan et al., 2011). Due to the552
simplified approximations implemented in our simulations, direct quantitative comparisons553
with the Earth are difficult.554
Our seismic analysis is limited to broad scale seismic signatures. The compositional555
space only explores enrichment in Si (i.e. higher fraction of bridgmanite vs periclase) and556
Fe (on the Mg-site in bridgmanite and periclase). Our regime diagram mainly explores557
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potential theoretical compositions of a primordial layer, which is more consistent with the558
initial condition of our model. Despite this we find that the seismic attributes of LLSVPs559
can be produced by piles strongly enriched in HPEs by varying iron and silica content560
within published estimates. Exploring potential MORB compositions would require testing561
various specific MORB compositions and Si/Fe enrichment ratios. Recently, it has been562
suggested that Ca-perovskite in MORB can play a major role in explaining LLSVP velocities563
(Thomson et al., 2019). This is an interesting scenario for HPE-enriched piles, as aluminous564
Ca-perovskite is also shown to easily incorporate HPEs (Gautron et al., 2006; Perry et al.,565
2017). Other suggestions for the composition of LLSVPs include metallic iron (Z. Zhang566
et al., 2016), hydrous phases (Jiang & Zhang, 2019), and enrichment in both Fe and Al567
(Fukui et al., 2016). For most of these scenarios there is limited constraint on the resulting568
densities and seismic velocities in the P-T space required for our study.569
5 Conclusions570
We find that thermochemical piles at the base of the mantle can form and remain571
stable even if they are enriched in HPEs by a factor of 5 to 25 times ambient mantle572
concentrations, given our particular model assumptions. The stability of dense piles enriched573
in HPEs depends strongly on B, and piles were most stable for B = 0.6 and 0.8 (Figure574
3), however, these specific numbers may change given a more complex model. The range of575
possible values of HPE enrichment andB that produce stable piles can be further constrained576
by the piles’ morphological and seismological likeness to LLSVPs. This is achieved within577
expected compositions for ambient lower mantle and LLSVPs. For certain thermal histories,578
in particular, decaying heat production (explored for large parameter space compared to579
previous studies), the available parameter combinations which may satisfy trends of LLSVP580
seismic behaviour is reduced (Table S1). Our results provide a continuation of the work581
of Kellogg et al. (1999) and van Thienen et al. (2005) and indicate that dense piles may582
provide a stable, deep reservoir of primordial material enriched in HPEs. Such a reservoir583
could provide a possible source of the enriched material found in OIBs, and is compatible584
with present-day observations of LLSVPs.585
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